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The GDIB Newsletter
For:  Expert Panelists, Users and Others Interested in the GDIB
Editor:  GDIB Co-author Julie O’Mara 

Issue:  July 30, 2014
The GDIB—Global Diversity and Inclusion Benchmarks: Standards for Organizations Around the World—helps 
organizations of all sizes and sectors, using a variety of approaches to D&I work achieve high-quality D&I outcomes.  First published in 2006, the 2014 edition is authored by Julie O’Mara and Alan Richter, Ph.D., with 80 Expert Panelists.  It is sponsored by The Diversity Collegium, a nonprofit organization dedicated to advancing the field of diversity and inclusion through think tank dialogues, symposia, research, and publications.  The GDIB is free of charge and may be downloaded at www.diversitycollegium.org. 

If some of the links below don’t work, try cutting and pasting them into your computer’s browser.

NEWS AND IDEAS ABOUT USERS AND EXPERT PANELISTS
DIVERSITY CHARTERS ACROSS EUROPE:  ORGANIZATIONS DEMONSTRATE COMMITMENT TO D&I

From EP Hans Jablonski, Cologne, Germany:  In 12 countries across Europe “Diversity Charters“ have been initiated. Although these initiatives differ from country to country they all have in common to promote Diversity & Inclusion and to demonstrate the benefit for companies, society as well as each individual.
The Diversity Charters are voluntary initiatives and encourage organizations to implement and develop policies. These Diversity policies recognise differences and similarities such as gender, age, sexual orientation, religion and ethnic origin/race. An employer signs the document and demonstrates public commitment to Diversity. Best practice is shared amongst the subscribers. The “Diversity Charta” in Germany has been subscribed by about 2,000 organizations and is one of the biggest

employer initiatives in the country. All top DAX 30 (stock listed companies) are part of this initiative. The chancellor of Germany, Angela Merkel, is sponsor of this Diversity Charter. Find more information about this initiative and the activities in each country:
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/discrimination/diversity/charters/index_en.htm
 
THE CONUNDRUM OF WORKPLACE FELXIBILITY – PAPER FROM EP HEATHER PRICE – HELP REQUESTED 
From EP Heather Price, Sydney, Australia:  Flexible working has become a key vehicle for advancing diversity, but its successful implementation is being confounded by a myriad of barriers.  The primary barrier appears to be unconscious bias. Symmetra’s White Paper, http://www.symmetra.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Conundrum-of-Flex-White-Paper-060214.pdf discloses the disturbing findings from surveys of senior executives worldwide -- that negative bias towards flexible workers exists in 85% of organisations surveyed. These findings have material consequences in the workplace, leading to unfavourable treatment of flexible workers with respect to pay, allocation of assignments, promotion, sponsorship, mentoring and many other opportunities – amounting to systemic disadvantage. The substantive findings can be accessed through this link. Over and above the requirement to shift the attitudes of leaders from viewing flexibility as an inconvenient employee perk to deploying it as smart business strategy, is the recommendation that leaders be equipped with the skills to go about actually redesigning a job effectively for flexible working.  However, there is very little guidance on how to restructure a job or the workflow of their team in such a way that it will not result in overload and underpay--the usual consequences and oftentimes the reason for the failure of a flexible working arrangement.  Should anyone have explicit expertise in this area or be aware of training guidelines for leaders on redesigning a job for flexible working, please contact heather.price@symmetra.com.au  
Do you have news?  Please send and we’ll share it.

NEWS, REQUESTS, AND IDEAS FROM JULIE, ALAN, AND THE DIVERSITY COLLEGIUM
ANNOUNCING GDIB – DIVERSITY COLLEGIUM COMMITTEE ON PROJECTS AND FUND RAISING  We’ve created a committee to develop and manage a process to engage anyone who wants to help meet the three GDIB goals of increasing visibility, usability, and relevance by doing a research project and/or creating user tools based on the GDIB.  The idea is that proposals can be submitted and then we will seek funding for them.  The committee will develop this plan over the next few months.  You will hear more soon.  Thank you so much to the following EPs who have volunteered:  Judy Greevy, Director, Engagements and Diversity, Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs, London; Steve Hanamura, President, Hanamura Consulting, Inc., Portland, Oregon; Nene Molefi, Managing Director, Mandate Molefi, Johannesburg, South Africa;  Kelli McLoud-Schingen, President, KMS Consulting, Tulsa, Oklahoma; and Adam Travis, Senior HR Business Partner, Aon Hewitt EMEA, London.  Kelli, Nene, and Steve are also Diversity Collegium members. Julie will serve on the committee as well.  
PLEASE SHARE ACTIVITIES THAT CAN BE USED IN GDIB TRAINING AND PRESENTATIONS 

We’re being asked for activity ideas that can be used in GDIB training and presentations.  If you have some to share, let Julie know and we’ll write something up and put it in the User Tools section of the Diversity Collegium site.  Thanks.

 INTERESTED IN STARTING A PROJECT TO DEVELOP COMPETENCIES FOR GDIB BEST PRACTICES? 

I was reading a blog by an author who describes herself as a “lifelong activist historian who embraces complexity.”  It occurred to me that embracing / understanding complexity is a skill required for D&I work and I don’t think I’ve seen that skill in many (and there are many) lists of D&I competencies.  I also think curiosity and knowing the history of oppressed groups is a needed skill. In my view the development of relevant competencies is based on answering the question “what does it take to achieve certain outcomes?”  Well, with the GDIB we have the desired outcomes – those at the 100% and 75% levels.  Anyone interested in starting a project to create a list of competencies needed to achieve the GDIB?  Julie.
CONSIDER SUBMITTING A PROPOSAL TO PRESENT ON GDIB AT THE 2015 ATD (FORMERLY ASTD) CONFERENCE 

Proposals are due August 11, 2014.   Attendees come from all over the world.  Of course, you can present on anything you want, but we are encouraging EPs and users to present on the GDIB and/or your work and/or mention the GDIB.  Let us know if you want help with the proposal or session. http://www.astd.org/Events/International-Conference-and-Exposition/ICE-RFP 
BIOS OF EXPERT PANELISTS

Each issue of this newsletter will contain two or three bios and all will soon appear on the Diversity Collegium website.  
KAY IWATA, PRESIDENT, K. IWATA ASSOCIATES, INC., UNION CITY, CALIFORNIA, USA

Kay Iwata is an internationally recognized diversity management consultant, researcher and author. Her approach is global, strategic and systemic. It focuses on building from a strong business case that is anchored in the values and culture of the organization and its leaders. Ms. Iwata’s book, The POWER of Diversity: 5 Essential Competencies for Leading a Diverse Workforce provides a researched-based focus on what specific behaviors and actions diversity and inclusion competent leaders and managers consistently demonstrate. The results also appear in the 2010 ASTD Leadership Handbook.  She has been named a Pioneer of Diversity by the Diversity Journal and has published articles with SHRM and Diversity Central. She has served as an Expert Panelist for the Global Diversity & Inclusion Benchmarks since 2006. Ms. Iwata has consulted in the UK, Japan, China and Latin America. Her client list includes Sodexo, Walmart, Johnson & Johnson, Genentech, County of Alameda and California State University system. https://www.linkedin.com/pub/kay-iwata/1/b5b/8b5  www.iwata.com 
HANS JABLONSKI, FOUNDER & SENIOR CONSULTANT, BUSINESS DIVERSITY, COLOGNE, GERMANY
Hans W. Jablonski is an experienced facilitator and expert on Diversity & Inclusion and Change Management. With more than 20 years practical experience of organisational change as both an internal and external consultant he is committed to working systemically to enable sustainable success. 

In the course of his career Hans Jablonski has worked with companies of various sectors as automotive, chemical and finance.  About seven years ago he founded his company Business Diversity. Since then he has consulted with companies worldwide in introducing and conducting Change & Diversity Management. About 30% of the DAX30 companies are working with him. Hans is co-initiator of the Diversity Charter of companies in Germany and other European countries and an active member of various diversity, change and OD organisations. Hans is a much-in-demand keynote speaker on his subjects. He regularly publishes articles in books and journals. Hans has a first degree in economics and is qualified as an OD consultant. He is based in Cologne, Germany and works in English and German languages. www.business-diversity.biz   www.linkedin.com/pub/dir/Hans/Jablonski 
CHRIS MICHAEL MENDOZA, HEAD OF MULTICULTURAL MARKET DEVELOPMENT, U.S. INSURANCE GROUP, MASSMUTUAL FINANCIAL GROUP, SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS, USA  

Chris Mendoza is responsible for leading and implementing the business strategy for MassMutual to reach diverse consumers and recruit cultural producers to its career agency system. He held similar positions at Allstate and Nationwide Insurance Companies. In addition to being a certified diversity trainer for his company, he serves on the National Hispanic Advisory Council for Big Brothers Big Sisters of America and is a board member of the Girl Scouts of Central and Western Massachusetts. With 26 years of sales and marketing experience in the insurance and financial services industry, Chris started his career as a multiline agency owner for Allstate in his home town of El Paso, Texas. Over his business career, he has progressed through various levels of management and responsibility in sales, operations, and administration. Chris is a graduate of the University of Texas at El Paso and holds MBA and doctorate degrees in business administration. His thought leadership and research about the Hispanic market and small business owners is published in academic and business journals. Chris teaches marketing and management courses through the University of Phoenix, and mentors doctoral students as they pursue their degrees. LinkedIn Profile: http://www.linkedin.com/pub/chris-mendoza/7/5b8/257/. Email: chrismendoza1214@gmail.com 
UPCOMING CONFERENCES WHERE GDIB IS INCLUDED
September 10, 2014

Central Florida Diversity Learning Series, Orlando, Florida, USA

Julie O’Mara is facilitating a 3-hour workshop, Using Global Diversity Benchmarks as an Inclusion Tool. Description: “We will explore and use the Global Diversity Benchmark study as a foundational tool and resource for rebuilding our understanding of Inclusion in our multicultural, globally-connected organizations. Using the data from this study, along with some futuring activities, we will create additional paths to be more inclusive to our marketplaces, workplaces and workforces. This will help us build a stronger infrastructure needed to support our expanding organizational reach – whether that be for our students, patients, staff, guests and others who may request or require our knowledge, skills or services.  To register: http://cfdls.com/Pages/CFDLS/CFDLS_Home.html
September 19, 2014

6th Global Organization for Leadership and Diversity (GOLD) Symposium, Tokyo, Japan

Organized by EP Hiroko Tatebe the theme is “The Power of Inclusion: Viewing Diversity Through Different Lenses.” EP Kay Iwata, will present “Evolution of D&I Toward the Fourth Wave of Business in the 21st Century.”  Description: In their book, The Fourth Wave: Business in the 21st Century, authors Maynard and Mehrtens foresee a radically different future evolving for corporations. Values, personal integrity, business principles, concerns for the environment, a focus on the well-being of humankind both inside and outside of the organization, and a global citizenship mindset are key characteristics. The principles and values that underlie these characteristics are the same that provide the foundation for Diversity and Inclusion. In this presentation learn more about the what and why of this 4th wave of change and how Johnson & Johnson’s Diversity & Inclusion Strategy is a key driver in their evolutionary process.  To register:  http://goldleaders.org/gold_uevents_2014_symp_about.htm
September 22 and 23, 2014

Talent Management Alliance Annual Inclusion Summit, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

GDIB user Pam Arnold, Kaiser Permanente, Atlanta, will present a session on Benchmarking for Success. Description:  Benchmarking allows you to assess the inclusion work your organization is doing against other organizations.  It's a critical tool in progressing and working toward a truly inclusive culture and organization.  In this session we learn how using the Global Diversity & Inclusion Benchmarks: Strategies for Organizations Around the World can transform your strategies and provide the groundwork for measuring effectiveness and contributing to our bottom line.  Takeaways:  Explanation of several ways to benchmark.  A list of things to consider when benchmarking and a comprehensive look at the GDIB and how it can save you time and resources from other ways of benchmarking will be provided. Last year the event attracted over 100 Diversity & Inclusion executives and this year it is expected to attract more. The 2014 Inclusion Summit will feature practitioners and thought leaders sharing case studies, best practices and frameworks on measuring and assessing the inclusion journey and creating a strong business case for inclusion in organizations.  To register:  https://www.regonline.com/Register/Checkin.aspx?EventID=1558209  Please note that there are some restrictions on who can attend.  If you don’t meet that specifications described on the website, contact the organizers and ask for consideration.
September 25 & 26, 2014

Carrying The Fire Series: Organizational Development for Culture Change Agents, London, UK 
NOTE:  A special discount is being offered to GDIB EPs & users of 200£ off through August 15. With the discount the cost will be £1,495.  GDIB newsletter recipients can book this rate through Coordinator Alan 
( alan.bond@icongroupltd.com ) and mention the discount code: GDIB14
EP Lisa Kepinski and Elaine Yarbrough are co-leading this course. D&I work is culture change work.  It is driven formally by those in the role, plus formally and informally by key partners in HR, CSR, Communications, business managers, etc.  Often change efforts often get stalled or fail due to reasons such as lack of leadership support, repetitive conflicts, and using the same methods which generate the same results.  And the change leader experiences energy drain and frustration.  While intentions are good, leaders tasked with driving a change initiative may not have the background nor the opportunity to fully develop skills necessary to lead sustainable cultural change toward healthy human and business outcomes.  The goal of Organizational Development is to create a well-functioning organization in which people can contribute their best, and are satisfied and productive.  To do so, Culture Change Managers & team members need to understand their system’s culture, have the ability to diagnose both the obvious and hidden parts, and intervene to guide the organization to healthy outcomes.   The course will be experiential, covering key topics and tools.  The GDIB will be used as an example of a structured framework for guiding strategic actions and for key partners and stakeholders’ engagement.  To learn more and to sign up: http://www.icongroupltd.com/services/carrying-the-fire-o-for-culture-change-agents/ 
October 22-25, 2014

SIETAR USA (Society for Intercultural Education, Training and Research) Portland, Oregon, USA

EP Donna Stringer and EP Lillian Tsai are co-chairs of the 2014 national conference for The Society for Intercultural Educators, Trainers & Researchers (SIETAR USA).  GDIB user Carmen M. Carter, President and CEO, Diversity On Demand, and EP Barbara Deanne will be co-presenting a poster session on the GDIB.  For more information: www.sietarusaconference.com <http://www.sietarusaconference.com>  Please let us know if you plan to attend this conference.
November 11 & 12, 2014

Diversity & Inclusion in Asia (DIAN) Conference 2014, Hong Kong
Note:  We have a special relationship with DIAN.  Several years ago (with the 2011 edition) we gave Community Business (sponsors of DIAN) permission to develop a GDIB-based assessment tool for use with DIAN members in Asia. 

EP Ralph deChabert and EP Mary-Frances Winters will represent the GDIB at a special Partners meeting on November 10.  Thank you Ralph and Mary-Frances.

About the conference:  With the theme Diversity & Inclusion – Driving Competitive Advantage, this year’s programme will take the discussion of diversity and inclusion to a new level. Looking beyond the workplace, we will explore tangible ways in which D&I drives competitive advantage – unleashing creativity and innovation, tapping new markets, winning new customers and ultimately increasing revenues.  This year Community Business is excited to offer an extended programme, with sessions targeted for broader audiences from across Asia, including: 

•  HR and D&I Professionals (2-Day Conference) 

•  Senior Business Leaders (Senior Executive Roundtable) 

•  Global Heads of Diversity & Inclusion (Global Heads of D&I Networking Lunch) 

•  Representatives of Women’s Networks in Asia (Day 1 ‘The Female Advantage’ Programme and Women’s Networks in Asia Lunch) 

•  Representatives of LGBT Networks in Asia (Day 2 ‘Taking the Lead with LGBT’ Programme and LGBT Networking Reception)

To register, go to:  http://programme.communitybusiness.org/diasiaconf2014/

Send us information if you are presenting on the GDIB (or including it in a presentation) at a conference or workshop that is open to the public and we’ll post it here and on the Diversity Collegium website.

PLEASE DONATE TO DIVERSITY COLLEGIUM FOR GDIB
If you can, please contribute to funding the GDIB.  And if your organization or your client organizations are able to give grants, let us know.  We have so many ideas for research projects and user tools — and thank you to all of you who keep sending us ideas.  We continue to get amazing positive feedback and thank yous for doing the GDIB.  It has now grown to more than Alan and I can fund by ourselves.  The Diversity Collegium is engaged and soon we’ll be doing some specific fundraising, but we could use some general help now.  Let us know if you personally or your organization can contribute and we’ll facilitate the process. We’ll soon have a donation button on www.diversitycollegium.org.
CONNECT WITH US ON LINKED IN
If we haven’t done so already, please invite us to connect.  
Alan Richter:  http://www.linkedin.com/pub/alan-richter/0/229/6b1
Julie O’Mara:  https://www.linkedin.com/pub/julie-o-mara/b/355/a47
OFFERING SUPPORT
If you want to use the GDIB in conference presentations, blogs, articles, chapters and so forth, we will support you, if we can, by providing slides, handouts, and ideas.  

NEWSLETTER CONTACT INFORMATION
Julie O'Mara  •  Julie.Omara@diversitycollegium.org • +702-541-8920  •  Las Vegas NV 89084, USA
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